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THE FEDERAL ICARUS
The Public Rejection of 1970s National Suburban Planning
NICHOLAS BLOOM
Tulane University

Few episodes in recent urban history better illustrate the growing divide
between elite tastes and mainstream suburban values than the demise of
Title VII, the 1970s federal new-town program. Title VII, which subsidized
real estate developers willing to commit to unorthodox suburban planning,
was typical of the public-private partnerships that, for better or worse, have
come to dominate urban policy since World War II.1 Although historians and
public policy experts have seen all of Title VII as a failure, this article draws a
much needed distinction between the program and its public reception.2 This
distinction brings into focus both the accomplishments of new-town reformers
and the negative reaction of the suburban public to their efforts.
The initial creation of the Title VII program was a remarkable and unprecedented success on the part of liberal government interests and idealistic developers. Overcoming conservative opposition, the program’s liberal congressional supporters created effective legislation, appropriated hundreds of
millions of dollars in bond guarantees, and attracted real estate developers
with innovative plans. These developers, in turn, founded unconventional
communities that included subsidized housing, experimental residential
designs, racial integration, and alternative schools. By gaining their ends—
innovative suburban communities—the planners, developers, and congressmen suceeded brilliantly.
It was when the developers asked average Americans to buy homes in these
innovative places that they were promoted to their level of incompetence. They
could not convince average white American suburbanites that unconventionally designed communities, boasting both architectural and social innovations,
were solid investments. Reformers did not, in the end, overcome ideas of social
and racial exclusivity or mainstream tastes in design. As their projects began to
fail, and fail they did, they blamed themselves, the Nixon administration, and
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the economy but refused to acknowledge the public role in their demise. To
acknowledge public rejection, and the existence of an entirely separate world
of public tastes, would have been to admit that their own assessment of the
desires of suburbanites, and Americans in general, had been far off the mark.
The difficulty of marketing a product consumers disliked proved too great a
burden for private developers, even those subsidized by the federal
government.

THE NEW-TOWN PARADIGM

It is no exaggeration to say that the new-town concept held an irresistible
attraction to reformers and planners of the 1960s and 1970s. Faced with both
growing suburban conservatism and community-oriented urban activism that
resisted planning, the new town offered an end run around potential conflict by
shifting the locus of reform from existing suburban and urban areas to a tabula
rasa where experimentation would become the norm. According to the authors
of a major evaluation of new towns from the 1970s, New Communities U.S.A.,
“the appeal of new communities stems from the prospect of combining the
solutions to many problems in one package developed from scratch and unconstrained by past errors.”3 Past errors, according to planners and their allies,
included racial and social isolation, repetitive housing design, and the suburban shopping strip—many of the same qualities most suburban residents
viewed as desirable.
Although planners never admitted their own biases, they were caught up in
an exciting and international new-town movement. In Europe, in particular,
the new town was enjoying its greatest popularity. The new town or garden city
originated with the ideas of turn-of-the-century visionary Ebenezer Howard
and had led to picturesque planned towns like Letchworth and Welwyn.
By the 1950s and 1960s, the new town had become part of a comprehensive
reshaping of Western European society. Hitched to social democratic policies,
new towns had become an experimental new world for workers and middleclass citizens alike. Enormous public and private investment in new towns,
directed by public authorities at both the national and local levels, was
designed to create new cities that would avoid the problems of older cities and
reflect the social idealism of the postwar era. Tapiola, Farsta, Runcorn,
Cumbernauld, Harlow, among others, were model new towns that transported
their residents to a world with fewer social distinctions and abundant recreational and social resources. Planners at the new towns, in the thrall of modernist fashion, distilled these towns into mutually exclusive planned zones of
housing, work, recreation, civic functions, and traffic. Modernist commercial/
civic town centers and residential villages (with the separation of pedestrians
and motor vehicles), mass transportation and highway links, acres of open
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spaces, and abundant recreational facilities characterized most European newtown environments.
These towns had tremendous influence far beyond their borders. Planners
from America, many of whom visited the towns, admired the bold designs and
gazed enviously on the public and governmental support that made large-scale
new-town programs possible.4 American new-town proponents, however, did
not simply copy European models. The American new-town movement, in
part due to the influence of European new towns, developed a split between
conservative and experimental projects.
On one side were the “community builder” suburban developers like William Levitt (Levittowns) and Donald Bren (Mission Viejo, California). These
builders in the postwar period built large-scale suburban communities with
slightly better designed community facilities and overall plans. Restrictions on
garish advertising as well as strict zoning and covenants regulated life in these
communities. Designed for either middle- or upper-middle-class Americans,
developers avoided social and architectural innovations. Communities like
these, often called new towns, actually derived from a tradition of American
suburban development that had its roots in elite communities like Roland Park,
Maryland, and Country Club District, Kansas. Most builders of the modern
new towns, like developers before them, sought to profit from the creation of
an attractive suburban environment.
A separate American new-town movement, and one much smaller than the
more conventional suburban model described above, grew out of the intellectual suburban critique and European new-town models. Reporters, sociologists, and architectural critics during the 1950s and 1960s mixed aesthetic,
environmental, social, and cultural observations in a full-fledged attack on
suburban life.5 Some real estate developers, themselves frustrated by suburban
failings, adopted the language of the suburban critique and tried to design communities that would answer the criticism. A compromise, as remedy, emerged
that combined the bold modernism of European new towns, social innovation,
and American suburban styles. Columbia, Maryland; Reston, Virginia; and
Irvine, California all reflected, to varying degrees, this experimental mixture.
One found in Reston, for instance, a bold, modernist village center surrounded
by contemporary attached homes just down the road from conventional splitlevels and cul-de-sacs. Irvine developed an architecturally innovative village
planning system and featured a modernist university campus at its center.
Columbia, which featured a mixture of social planning (including racial integration and subsidized housing), modernist designs, and conventional suburban styling, was generally seen as the most successful in achieving the newtown vision by the late 1960s. The press heralded these new communities for
their innovative spirit, but already by 1968 Reston had suffered such serious
financial problems that many elements of its alternative design had been jettisoned. A mixture of modernist and conventional elements had proved difficult
to market to consumers, and the developer lacked sufficient backing.
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That Columbia and Reston developed close to Washington, D.C., made a
difference in the federal government’s assessment of new towns. Although
unintentional in their placement, these new towns received abundant attention
in newspapers like the Washington Post during the 1960s. Quite a number of
government officials had lived in Reston, and many more visited Columbia
and Reston during their early years. Hundreds of articles in magazines and
newspapers both in the region and the nation helped keep attention focused on
these two communities. The familiarity of public officials with the trials and
triumphs of these idealistic new towns played a role in inspiring federal action.
Federal officials knew that new towns in America could be more ambitious,
but they also knew that after the problems at Reston it was unlikely that private
developers would take such a risk on unconventional development. Reston and
Columbia had demonstrated the possibility of idealistic new towns in America, but they had done little to increase the probability of more ambitious new
towns in the future.6

AN UPHILL BATTLE

The creation of a new-town planning program was a hard fought battle at the
federal level. Government officials, in order to justify an expensive new program, had to stake out a territory for action that would be distinct from private
new-town development under way without government support. A series of
national commissions during the late 1960s, staffed with many planners and
urban specialists, issued studies that called for national action on metropolitan
7
sprawl. As federal officials reviewed what had been accomplished in suburban reform, most American new towns received only mixed reviews. Carlos
Campbell, a former administrator at the new-towns programs and author of an
important book in support of the program from 1976, reflected the attitudes
and aims of federal new-town supporters:
The main shortcomings of [privately developed] new towns are that they are of
little value insofar as providing housing opportunities for low and moderate
income families; they are located principally where they will market well, as
opposed to where they are needed; they are not tied to any regional or national
growth strategy; and they are not connected by rail to downtown metropolitan
areas.

Campbell, like other proponents of federal new towns, judged American newtown efforts against the European new-town standard. Most American new
towns, and even Columbia and Reston, did not approach European new towns
in terms of social mixture; most had not developed as part of a national growth
policy; and most were not connected by mass transit to older city centers.8
Idealistic as American new-town supporters were, they were not naïve.
They knew that they stood little chance of convincing housing interests,
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Congress, or the president to support full government sponsorship of new
towns such as the ones found in much of Europe. The failure of New Deal–
planned new towns was not distant from memory, and conservative forces by
the late 1960s had a stronger hand. Thomas Ashley, Democratic congressman
from Ohio and primary sponsor of federal new-town legislation of 1968 and
1970, had visited the European new towns during the 1960s and came back
impressed by what he had seen. He knew, however, that it would be difficult to
duplicate European experiences here. Ashley admitted that “success in this
kind of effort could not be obtained by any kind of frontal assault on the estab9
lished development process.” Instead, he explained that
the idea would be to pose an alternative form of development that, on the basis of
sheer competition, would be so much superior to the living opportunities to the
extent they exist at all for people of lesser means, that this form of development
would begin to enjoy a considerable reputation.10

Just as a private new town of the 1960s like Columbia represented a compromise between conventional and contemporary elements, so the federal newtown program would be a hybrid program combining federal largess with private action.
A series of congressional acts had progressively increased government
underwriting of privately developed new towns. In 1965, Congress had
allowed the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) to insure
mortgages, up to $25 million, for large-scale planned projects. Known as
Title X, it attracted little attention. The year 1968 marked the beginning of the
first large-scale programs under what was known as Title IV, part of the
Housing and Urban Development Act of 1968. Democratic senators pushed
for $500 million in support of new-town projects, but opponents succeeded in
reducing the amount of aid, in part by citing problems at new towns like
Columbia and Reston, to $250 million. What saved the provision in the House
was a final conference committee that reinserted new-town funding. The hopes
of Title IV’s framers also remained largely unmet. Although Jonathan, Minnesota, and Park Forest South, Illinois, started under provisions of this bill, most
developers remained unimpressed by the financial incentives, and the Nixon
administration did not act aggressively to expand the program.11
In 1970, Title VII emerged, under the guidance of Ashley, as a more substantive program of reform. Again, as part of the much larger Urban Growth
and New Community Development Act of 1970, the new-town provision was
saved in a conference committee (controlled by new-town proponents) after
opponents had eliminated it. In the final legislation, a new corporation was created within HUD, the New Community Development Corporation (NCDC), to
manage the program. A total of $500 million was apportioned in bond guarantees with a maximum set at $50 million for each development. Infrastructure
and service grants as well as supplemental loans were also promised for new
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communities. According to George Morgan, an expert on Title VII new
towns, the program
from its inception faced difficult odds. Both it and its predecessor, The New
Community Act of 1968, won congressional approval not by a clear and enthusiastic mandate but because of the determination and parliamentary skills of a
hard-core minority, especially in the lower house, who outmaneuvered less
skillful and often ambivalent opponents.13

Morgan correctly assessed the effort involved, but like many observers, treated
their success too lightly. That the legislation was secured at all proved a significant accomplishment.
The legislation provided for more than new towns and reflects the influence
of European new towns on its framers. Title VII ambitiously proposed “the
development of a national urban growth policy and to encourage the rational,
orderly, efficient, and economic growth” of cities, suburbs, and rural areas.14
The plan had three main elements: the creation of a national urban growth policy, the subsidy of state planning initiatives, and the underwriting of largescale planned new towns. Only the last of the three received attention, although
according to Ashley this had not been the original intention. Framers of the
legislation saw the new-town concept as part of a national replanning of American cities and underestimated American discomfort, at the highest levels, with
national planning schemes. The enthusiasm for new-town projects among
planners and many private developers, and the bill’s reliance on decentralization and private action, made the specific new-town provisions of the program
more popular.
Federal guidelines for the privately developed new towns included basic
requirements that the new towns assist with orderly physical and economic
growth in their regions, be part of regional and local plans if they existed, be
economically feasible, and seek a balance in residential, commercial, and public facilities. These provisions were unremarkable yet did reflect in some small
measure the policies of European governments vis-à-vis national new-town
planning. The last requirements mentioned reflected the more ambitious goals
of congressional supporters. They required that the individual
(7) [new town] makes substantial provision for housing within the means of persons of low and moderate income and that such housing will constitute an appropriate proportion of the community’s housing supply; and
(8) will make significant use of advances in design and technology with respect
to land utilization, materials and methods of construction, and the provision of
community facilities and services.15

In these last provisions, Ashley and his supporters imitated European newtown developments (and more ambitious American towns like Reston and
Columbia) that pioneered social and design innovations. Title VII called
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openly for “the increase for all persons, particularly members of minority
groups, the available choices of location for living and working, thereby
encouraging a more just economic and social environment.”16 Ashley
reminded his colleagues in the House during debate on the legislation that “we
are not going to be creating new lily-white suburbs.”17 The program did not set
specific targets, but new-town proposals were to be evaluated on their commitment to meeting these goals through either subsidized housing or affirmative
marketing programs. During the operation of Title VII, proposals were indeed
assessed on their commitment to these provisions.18
Congressmen admired the products of European planning, but they did not
adopt the British system of new-town sponsorship that created separate agencies responsible for individual community development. Nor did the government propose to undertake direct construction of communities as had been
done during the New Deal and in much of Western and Eastern Europe after
World War II. Title VII stated instead that the government would “rely to the
maximum extent on private enterprise” in the creation of new towns.19 At heart,
congressmen sought to harness the power of private enterprise for public policy, believing they could save the government money by recruiting developers
who would, through their plans, attract home buyers and their money. Title VII
thus relied on the individual choices of thousands of homeowners who would,
in theory, buy homes in these towns and thus subsidize the high development
costs of these communities. This developer-consumer structure also helped
avoid accusations of socialism and big government spending in a time of growing social and fiscal conservatism.
The NCDC, created to manage the program within HUD, was not directly
building new communities or even closely overseeing them. It was primarily a
means to force the Nixon administration to speed up its efforts on behalf of
new-town development. That this was not a powerful agency as one might find
in Europe is clear from the activities of the NCDC. The corporation oversaw a
decentralized planning process designed to match the market orientation of the
program. The government did not design or mandate a single model of the
rational, orderly suburb it envisioned. The central office of NCDC in Washington, D.C., had only financial and administrative roles, evaluating programs and
arranging financing. There was no high-profile national plan, nor were there
famous planners involved in the federal office. Instead, each new town had to
hire its own planning and administrative staff to develop unique plans. Congress believed that developers under this system would be more likely to create
communities that, while innovative, would be commercially successful.
What the supporters of Title VII did not take into account was the enormous
power of the new-town concept at the time. Instead of underwriting different
models of development, they gave their blessing to a group of remarkably similar projects. Much as had occurred at Columbia and Reston, developers proposed a mixture of elements from both European new towns and conventional
suburban communities. The dominant new-town ideal affirmed in the
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legislation guided the planning to such a great extent that the well-intentioned
goal of decentralized planning only raised the costs and complexity for developers without adding significantly to the degree of originality, marketability,
or fit to local areas. The towns varied more in scale than style.
Between 1970 and 1973, NCDC approved sixteen towns, although all did
not receive loan guarantees. Combined population goals of the towns neared
800,000 residents. Accepted proposals came from ten states and ranged from
approximately two thousand to seventeen thousand acres in size. By 1973,
almost $325 million had been committed in bond guarantees, with individual
towns receiving between $7 million and $50 million each, as well as some
direct grants for infrastructure and services. Twelve of the sixteen projects
were in metropolitan areas with population growth higher than the national
average between 1960 and 1970, and four of the new towns were located in
areas with almost three times the national average growth rate. The goal of
organizing fast-growing sprawl thus seemed possible. Reflecting the program’s popularity with developers, almost fifty more projects were on application at the national office.
Most developers seemed genuinely committed to meeting the spirit of the
statutory requirements. Although these plans were remarkably similar in their
approach to planning, they were convincing realizations of the general goals of
the new-town supporters. The numerous plans mixed standard, single-family
suburban housing and cul-de-sacs with a wide range of housing types (including high-rise apartments and contemporary, experimental buildings), residential villages with the separation of pedestrians and vehicles, urbanistic town
center plans, attractive industrial parks, public transportation plans, significant
open-space preservation, subsidized housing, and racial integration.20
If completed, these towns would have had a significant impact on their
respective metropolitan areas. Developers planned communities of thousands
of acres of land each and target populations numbering between 30,000 and
150,000 residents. Examples included Soul City New Town, North Carolina,
founded by civil rights leader Floyd Mckissick in 1972, designed as a means to
black empowerment in the rural South. The developer of Jonathan, Minnesota,
planned a suburban town of low-profile modern architecture, abundant lakes,
and open spaces. The Woodlands, outside Houston, nestled new housing and
commercial facilities in an ecologically sensitive landscape. Shenandoah,
Georgia, experimented with solar energy collectors on housing and industrial
buildings.
In upstate New York, Robert Simon (ousted founder of the innovative town
of Reston, Virginia) proposed to create a new town known as Riverton that
would one day house 25,000 residents on 2,500 acres. The plan envisioned singlefamily homes filling 60 percent of the total housing but also included a significant number of townhouses, garden apartments, and high-rises. The developer
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also proposed that nearly 40 percent of this housing would be available to lowand moderate-income inhabitants. Residents would also be able in the future to
enjoy an urbanistic town center, an extensive open-space system, and attractive
industrial parks. The plan included experiments in team architectural design,
modular home construction, public art, a community medical program, adult
education, and mass transportation systems. Construction on the town had
started by the early 1970s.21
Some towns moved faster toward achieving their goals. Approved under
Title IV in 1968 and integrated into the Title VII program, Park Forest South
seemed well on its way to success by the early 1970s and quickly attracted
thousands of residents. A mixture of apartment complexes, townhouses, and
single-family homes characterized the new landscape. Affirmative action
brought a mix of white and black residents to the community, a public art program received a boost from the National Endowment for the Arts, an open
classroom elementary school offered the latest innovations in education,
industrial parks proved popular with many businesses, open spaces and a lake
softened the landscape, and an incorporated town government gave residents a
strong voice in local issues. Governors State University, a $24 million statefunded project, provided its students ungraded continuing education. An idealistic developer, Lewis Manilow, seemed to have it all together.
Jonathan was another community well on its way to achieving similar goals
in the early 1970s. Founded by Henry Mcknight, a powerful and wealthy environmentalist and state senator, the town in the early years more than achieved
the goals set by the new-town proponents. On the distant edge of Minneapolis,
it featured man-made lakes, abundant open spaces, and contemporary
supergraphics plastered on an old silo. Striking play furniture and public art
added modern accents to the suburban setting. Racial integration was the
norm, and even a black entrepreneur operated a construction business there.
The activities of the few residents included a summer theater festival, a child
care center, a teen center, an art center, and a Renaissance fair. Apartment
houses and single-family homes nestled among the former farm fields. Experiments in modular housing led to some strangely stacked trailer structures in the
middle of a field, and a high-rise was planned.
These three examples illustrate the ambition of the developers and the success of the program’s founders in attracting alternative designs. Innovative
features like these, and similar ones in other Title VII new towns across the
country, distinguished these communities from conventional suburban developments. The congressmen and other planners had proven correct in their estimation that sufficient interest existed among developers and planners to shape
a national new-town program. The question of sufficient public interest was
soon answered.
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THE FALL

The Title VII program began on an idealistic note, and these towns were
ready to grow. The program, however, began to collapse at the very point it
should have reached maturity. The towns proved difficult to market and grew
more slowly than predicted. The recession of 1974 slowed housing construction on a national level but delivered a blow to the new towns from which most
never recovered. Soul City, for instance, planned to house 46,000 residents had
only 160 by 1980. Jonathan, Minnesota, planned to house 50,000 residents but
had only 3,000 in 1982. Riverton, even after $24 million of government investment, housed only 1,200 residents in 1980, and the development company had
declared bankruptcy (Simon’s second failure). Even Park Forest South, with
nearly 6,900 residents, was bankrupt by 1976.
Most developers, although well meaning and idealistic, faced financial ruin
during the 1970s economic downturn. But problems had started even before
the recession. Some developers lacked experience; others failed to find sufficient financial backing or projected unrealistic growth rates. Many of the new
towns were, at that time, on the outer edge of suburban development and, so,
less attractive to many commuters. Local governments, often suspicious of the
urbanistic plans, placed extra burdens on developers by not aiding in the creation of local services. Extra amenities and services, in combination with high
costs for planning, taxed developers’ limited resources.
Above all, and it is the main contention of this article, the mixture of marketrate single-family homes with unconventional architecture, high-density
housing, industrial parks, racial integration, and subsidized housing alienated
many potential builders and residents. Even in the best of times, these communities would have had problems, just as Reston did in the 1960s. American
builders, the group most sensitive to public taste, were slow to show interest in
these communities: “Either developers could not find builders interested in
buying lots, or they were not building, themselves, because of a lack of money
to do so and/or because of insufficient demand.” Those builders who took the
risk, or developers who built their own housing, found that new towns “were
not as attractive to most homebuyers as might have been expected.”22 Developers were not just building places, after all; they were asking average middleclass Americans to take what many perceived as a financial risk on an untested
product. This circumstance has never been properly acknowledged. In retrospect, while home buyers might have qualified for mortgages guaranteed by
the Federal Housing Administration (FHA), the developers were much better
protected than average home buyers, who risked much of their credit to buy
homes.
Popular rejection and indifference is evident in an NCDC marketing report
from 1979 that found, among the many reasons for failure at Park Forest South,
Illinois, for instance, that “the relatively high densities located near the core
have created an environment perceived as urban and therefore undesirable by a
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large proportion of prospective residents.” Other factors that contributed to
Park Forest South’s poor reputation among potential white middle-class buyers, although not necessarily black buyers and renters, included “the involvement of the federal government” and “a growing minority presence among the
project’s residents.”23 Soul City not only was too far from Raleigh to attract
commuters but also had “a minority image.” Shenandoah, Georgia, also
suffered from a marketing problem . . . the lot sizes may be too small to attract
many potential home buyers; county officials and residents also perceive it be a
“low income project,” since almost one-half of its units constitute some form of
assisted housing.24

At Jonathan, Minnesota, the marketing director admitted that the developer
had stressed architectural innovation in a community where “95 percent of the
people wanted traditional housing.”25 These were not isolated examples.
According to a summary report from 1983, innovative housing types and
technological innovations were pioneered at many new towns only to be later
abandoned because of popular rejection or poor design. Racial integration was
also the norm in these new towns, and the towns did attract a small group of
idealistic black and white buyers. By December of 1983, “nearly half of the
Title VII communities [had] minority populations equal to or greater than are
found in their market areas”—a strong showing for new suburban developments. Other new towns in the program were not as successful, but they were
all integrated. Plans for subsidized housing in six of the towns either met or
exceeded projections and in six towns constituted half or more of the total
housing units built by the 1980s. Almost all of the new towns, whether they
met goals or not, included subsidized housing units. In addition, “the majority
of the Title VII communities [had] achieved a higher residential density than
that found in conventional development patterns.” Rental housing and
attached housing thus occupied an important place in all of the towns, and even
single-family homes were reasonably priced. The report noted that “by developing communities which are more economically and racially diverse than
other types of development, Title VII developers were being innovative within
their market areas.”26 These reports, usually conducted by independent
experts, revealed what developers understandably tried to conceal. Innovation
had not packed in suburban buyers and over time alienated not only white suburban buyers but almost all potential buyers. The few new towns that did survive the 1970s, like the Woodlands, Texas, and St. Charles, Maryland,
abandoned radical social and design aspects and became more conventional
“community builder” developments.27
Discomfort with the mandates of the program, in an era that turned its back
on many of the ideals of the 1960s, extended to the highest levels of government. The Nixon administration’s unwillingness to provide promised grants
for public facilities made these towns even harder to market to wary
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consumers. A study by an independent auditing firm found that initial savings
gained from government subsidy of 1.5 to 2 percent per project decreased to
only 0.2 percent in practice because of the failure to receive promised grants
and extra administrative costs engendered by dealing with NCDC.28 The central office of NCDC processed applications slowly, and rapid staff turnover
(perhaps intentional on the part of the Nixon administration) made program
continuity difficult. Efforts were made to save a few of the new towns, but most
towns were terminated as Title VII projects by the Carter and Reagan administrations. A majority of the new towns were sold off in pieces, and development
of unified plans generally ceased. Government officials of the 1970s and
1980s, when confronted with popular indifference and the financial problems
of developers, did not pursue the program.
What made developers and congressmen think that suburban consumers
wanted an alternative? Perhaps they were too strongly influenced by the suburban critique, the counterculture, and civil-rights-era activities to see the persistence of conventional attitudes. Thomas Ashley asserted in 1973 that “the
young people today don’t want to live in a lily white suburb.” He also, somewhat naively, proposed that “at no time has there been, to the best of my knowledge and understanding, any criticism of the requirement that there be a racial
or income mix in a new community.”29 From the marketing reports, it is clear
that although open criticism would have been unthinkable, white consumers
were voting with their feet. In this respect, the federal new-town program
reflects post-civil-rights-era attitudes on race relations that have maintained
racial segregation at a high level without explicitly crossing legal lines.30
The new-town suspects were gathered in 1975 before the House Committee
on Housing and Community Development (of which Ashley was a member).
Private developers recommended changes in the program, congressmen
grilled HUD officials on their management of the program, and new community developers offered their own reasons for the sad state of the program.
Lester Gross, developer of Harbison, a Title VII new town in South Carolina,
and president of the League of New Community Developers, gave the consensus statement on behalf of the Title VII developers (paraphrased in the
minutes):
He outlined problems caused [to] new communities by the economic downturn,
cutbacks in Federal program expenditures, the cancellation of sub-programs of
the Title VII program, the moratorium on new applications and consequent
adverse publicity and the rapid turnover in the leadership of the program.31

James Rouse, developer of Columbia, Maryland, and a major proponent of
Title VII, lamented that “the government seems to be satisfied with the view
that Title VII is a ‘disaster’ and rather than encourage or assist it properly, the
mechanisms of government have in fact impeded and frustrated new town
development.”32 Although the reasons for failure given by Rouse and others
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were true, they all concealed a disturbing and damning fact. Part of the formula
that had made the private new-town projects attractive to the federal government was the money the suburban public, rather than the government, would
provide to each town in the form of mortgages. Conspicuous by its absence
from the discussion at this hearing was the public, the silent majority that held
back its money and watched while the towns floundered.
Like those in attendance at the hearing, much of what has been written about
federal new towns has stressed the program’s poor management and the economic recession as the primary reasons for the ultimate demise. As I have
shown, the NCDC and the developers were not as incompetent as many historians or observers would lead one to believe. Were successful developers of conventional tract developments so much more talented? Something else had
impeded these developers, a quality that transcended economics. Although
new-town promoters stressed a change in tactics and program design to correct
past developer and administrative missteps, the ideological basis of the program never came under the same critical eye. Discussions of tactics obscured
the more problematic reason for failure: the uneasy relationship of Title VII to
the wider public.
Americans, by the 1970s, had become accustomed to a very different role
for the federal government in suburbia. Undermining the suburban reform
goals of Title VII were the much larger FHA and federal highway programs.
Title VII legislation is silent on changes in FHA (that subsidized home loans)
and highway programs that simultaneously supported sprawl. By the 1970s,
billions of dollars had been spent on these programs that helped maintain
social and racial segregation and undermined traditional city centers.33
Although many of the new towns stood to benefit from nearby highways and
federal mortgage financing, the majority of federal financing during this
period continued to go to homogeneous suburban developments that lacked
innovative planning and social integration. This river of government support
flowed from a different ideological source.
FHA financing and federal highway spending, while mandating a tremendous, long-term role of the federal government in suburban development, did
not appear as intrusive community planning to ordinary citizens. The FHA
funneled subsidies indirectly to developers through mortgage bankers. FHA
lending policies also enshrined the traditions of private development. Private
developers had, in essence, written FHA rules that incorporated already popular suburban qualities like single-family homes and social exclusivity. Conventional ideas of race, class, and design canonized in mainstream attitudes
found a home in new suburban developments. Informal and secretive regulation of the neighborhood by mortgage bankers and real estate agents did not
feel like planning, although it was in reality a kind of conservative social planning. Federal mortgage underwriting, even after the liberal reforms of the
1960s, supported the status quo, not an alternative.
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Congress had tried to imitate this system of sponsorship when promoting
the new towns. Not only was indirect subsidy to developers through NCDC
done for cost reasons, but it was designed to screen a much more direct, liberal,
and technocratic government presence in suburbia. Few politicians or ordinary
Americans were fooled. The NCDC and the new towns it sponsored were not
as closely attuned to private real estate interests and American mainstream values as the FHA and conventional subdivisions. The federal government, to
many, was acting in a technocratic, even socialistic, manner by trying to mandate innovative planning concepts and social experimentation in new suburban
communities. The new town was not as value neutral as its proponents seemed
to think.
Promoters of Title VII had mistaken elite desires—as embodied in the
social justice and new-town movements of the 1960s—and the suburban critique as popular concerns. Social reforms and design mandates that flowed
from these elite conceptions of the good society had been transferred to private
developers, not eliminated. Even a casual visitor would have immediately
sensed a difference. What were apartments doing next to new single-family
homes? What was subsidized housing doing near single-family homes? What
were these strange-looking contemporary shopping centers and townhouses?
Black people living next to white people in new suburbs? Solar energy and
innovative cultural programs in a new suburb? The order and predictability of
standard suburbia had been disturbed in the new towns. For this reason, white
middle-class Americans did not line up to live in these places. Such popularity,
for instance, might well have eliminated many of the financial problems that
eventually occurred.
Title VII proved itself to be the Icarus of government programs. It began
strong and ambitious but set its sights too high. A successful, effective program
fell to earth. The program’s fall brought empty streets, decaying apartment
complexes, more conservative developers, and land auctions. Perhaps more
important, its demise clouded the historical picture of the program, making it
appear as though the whole undertaking lacked any focus, competence, or support from the beginning. As this article has shown, however, nothing could be
further from the truth. The program worked remarkably well under its
constraints.
Yet its constraints were real. In many respects, Title VII reflected the general trend toward privatization of public policy since World War II. The idea of
harnessing private talents for the public interest, in the hope of saving money
and circumventing public bureaucracies, has become over the past fifty years
the dominant attitude in public policy from the local to the national level. As
this article has shown, however, involvement of the private sector does not
guarantee, and may undercut, the achievement of more ambitious social policy
goals. Market-based solutions to complicated social problems, as opposed to
direct government involvement, may not prove to be the hoped-for panacea of
urban affairs.
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